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last thirty years. Thousands have been brought Into the
fold of the Christian Church, In habits, character, and
condition, these tribes bear a considerable resemblance
to our rude Teutonic ancestors, and they have been
brought to the profession of Christianity in a somewhat
similar manner; with this difference, that they have not
been headed by chiefs in the reception of baptism, and
in many cases commanding it. The first converts were
the direct fruit of mission labour; their number increased,
inspired by zeal they told their countrymen the treasure
they had found, and called on them to share it with
them. Many listened to their words and accepted their
message. The work thus spread from village to village,
and from hamlet to hamlet, till it extended to parts of
the country never visited by a missionary, and included
many who had never seen a missionary's face, in some
cases who had never seen a white face. A very dear
friend and enterprising missionary, the late Rev. William
Jones of Singrowlee, made his way through a wild road-
less country to the border of the Kol region, and came
to a hamlet where the people were startled by the
appearance of a European, as they had never been
visited by one before. Though from difference in
language their intercourse was limited, they understood
each other sufficiently to discover, to their mutual delight,
that they had a common faith. The general character
of a community formed of a rude people, emerging from
fetish and demon worship, can be readily supposed I
suspect the converts made by the monk Augustine and
his companions had not a little in their character and
conduct to show the pit from which they had been
taken; and yet that was the dawning of a day for the
Anglian and Saxon race in our country for which we

